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Employee Patrick Booth programs
an Internet protocol router before
shipment. While TGS does not
manufacture products, the
company often provides the final
piece of service before a product
is shipped to a customer.

S
imply walking through Telamon’s facility provides an education in diversification.
One door opens to a lab where employees are reprogramming GPS units, a second
leads to an office lined with cubicles hosting 150 call center operators and yet
another begets a 100,000-square-foot shipping warehouse.

The company has been in operation since 1985 and has primarily served to help
other businesses streamline their operations. By providing materials management,

assembly services and installation assistance to companies, including corporations such as AT&T and
Verizon, Telamon has developed a sustainable niche. It employs more than 250 people at its
Carmel headquarters.

Just over a year ago, however, the company opted to expand its services globally to accommodate
local mid-market companies. By developing Telamon Global Services (TGS), the business added
a 150-person call center for customer relations, fulfillment, reverse logistics, and business
process and IT outsourcing.

“We don’t manufacture anything; we’re entirely a services company,” says Telamon Global
Services President Caleb Ho, explaining that “telamon” is the Greek word for “support.”

Battling the stigma 
The company utilizes its staff of about 30 in Beijing, China, to provide timely service to its

customers. For example, a customer may ask TGS to handle its more redundant, time-consuming
clerical tasks like sales order entry. In what they refer to as “follow the sun” processing, TGS’s
employees in China enter the orders, and the job is done before the next American workday.

“The biggest challenge is overcoming the stereotype of outsourcing,” Ho explains. “People
have this image of China of lead paint and tainted toys. But the people we hire are white collar,
college grads who are good at their jobs.”

He adds that outsourcing isn’t always about losing jobs.
“Some companies outsource by firing people and moving,” he surmises. “We don’t fire people;

we partner and supplement.”
Yet public perception is an ongoing challenge.
“There is a strong sensitivity to outsourcing in the state, but we just use our Beijing office to

be more efficient,” notes John Owen, vice president of sales.
And because Telamon Global strives to offer living wages to its international staffers, it can

be a challenge to keep up with competition in countries like India and the Philippines. Ho asserts
that his customers are willing to pay more for TGS’s services.

“With us, they get a higher-end product, and people are willing
to pay more for quality,” he adds.

Ho explains the staff includes part-time college students,
teachers (during the summer months) and even former journalists.
TGS also offers an Employee Stock Ownership Program to its
employees in order to retain and attract talent.

In terms of how TGS does business, Ho contends that his
company’s approach is hardly revolutionary.

“This model (of outsourcing) is not new; some Indian firms
have been doing this for a while,” he offers. “But we’re unique
because we focus on local mid-market companies (loosely defined
as between 20 and 500 employees).”

The declining dollar and international exchanges can also
provide challenges for companies such as Telamon.

“We’ve been doing business in China for 10 years,” Ho offers.
“We have to watch inflation and currency rates.” While some of its
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Caleb Ho says TGS relies on
graduates from Indiana and
Purdue universities.



employees are hired overseas, the bulk of the TGS operation
is located in Central Indiana, and its workforce reflects that.

“Most of our hiring is local; we have a lot of Indiana
and Purdue grads,” Ho says. He lauds Indiana’s business
climate, and believes the state’s efforts to expand the
technology sector will benefit his company.

“I think the push toward IT business and computer
science will help our talent pool,” Ho states.

A driving force
“Technology is a foundation to help us streamline,” Owen

explains. “Workforce automation allows us to look at the
workflow, measure productivity and organize efficiency.
When we approach a customer, we ask ‘How can we help
you without adding costs?’ ”

Some of the technology TGS utilizes includes
Microsoft-related programs such as .Net, Sharepoint (which
helps companies go paperless) and open source software.

“We host software and maintain it for some of our
customers,” Ho says. Owen adds, “We help people with
small IT staffs monitor their networks.”

Owen also believes TGS’s method of operation gives clients
peace of mind in having an overview of their entire system.

“We believe showing accountability is key,” he explains.
“One of the nice things about our system is that it’s a data
repository, so you can see the entire operation.”

Satisfied customers
Telamon Global’s customer base includes Wishard Health

Services, Tobias Insurance Group, Inc., Kipp Brothers Toys
and Angie’s List, to name a few.

According to one of those satisfied customers, TGS’s
outsourcing has given his company the freedom to allow its
professionals to perform without being bogged down in minutia.

“The outsourcing is incredible,” says Rod Reasen II, president
of Indianapolis-based insurance company Kapium LLC (formerly
TriplePoint). “We’re a small company with 29 employees. When

we bring on a high-skilled professional, we don’t want them
doing clerical work.”

Reasen explains that enlisting TGS as a partner has had a
direct impact on the growth of his business.

“This (partnership) has allowed us to grow at a faster pace,”
he says. “It lets our producers produce instead of doing data.”

TGS’s technical services are also an integral part of its
business. Touring the facility reveals so many people intently
staring at their handheld communication devices that one might
think they’re in a high school cafeteria.

In one instance, an employee reprograms a voiceover
Internet protocol router for Delta 3, an Israeli company. 

“We’re not manufacturing the product, but providing the
final piece of service before it goes to the customer,” Ho offers.

Telamon recently approved the addition of 250 new positions
over the next two years. According to Ho, potentially one third
of the new hires will be for its Global Services division, which
has also agreed to provide service for HTC, a Taiwan-based
company that manufactures phones on behalf of Microsoft.
Among these products are smartphones, for which TGS will
supply technical support in its call center as well as reverse
logistics in its lab.

“During smartphone repair, we’ll swap out cracked screens,
fix keyboards and provide other minor fixes,” Ho says.

Yet while these fixes might be benefiting consumers from
all over the globe and some of its tasks are performed by
employees in China, TGS’s Indiana headquarters remain a
point of pride within the company.

“While China plays a role in what we do, we are definitely
a Hoosier company,” Ho declares.
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Resources: Caleb Ho and John Owen, Telamon Global
Services, at (317) 818-6888 or www.telamonglobal.com

Rob Reasen II, Kapium, at (317) 913-3370

TGS recently became partners with Angie’s List, helping the
Indianapolis-based company with its outbound calls.

Ryan McMenamin operates the call center “bridge” by monitoring staff breaks
and average hold times, making sure TGS evenly allocates its capacity for
each of its customers.




